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Composite materials containing thin Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) wires show great promise as materials able to adapt their shape,
thermal behaviour or vibrational propertiesduring service. Tools for designing such materials are however far from being available. The
work presentedhere reportsthe main achievementsof a concertedEuropeaneffort towardsthe establishmentof a fundamentalunderstanding
for manufacturingand design of SMA composites. The following major stepsare examined: selectionand characterisationofthe material
constituents,developmentof manufacturingprocessesfor the production ofcomposites with pre-strainedSMA-wires, analysisand modelling
of the action of the SMA-wires in the composite, the contribution of the SMA-resin interface, analysis and modelling of the functional,
thermomechanical,impact and durability properties of SMA compositesand the developmentof a simple, large-scale,aerodynamicmodel.
Ir is arguedthat the achievementsofthis researchhave brought the knowledgeon SMA compositesto a substantiallyhigher level enabling
reliable manufacturingand desigr, and the emergenceofnew industrial applications.
(ReceivedNovember26, 2001; AcceptedFebruary5, 2002)
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formational behaviour and most particularly the thermomechanical behaviour for conditions encountered during processingand activationof theseSMA composites.
2.1.1 SMA wire inventorY
The SMA wire selection started with quantifying the requirements of the desired wires. The main concern was that
for the integration in composites the SMA wires should be
as thin as possible. However, (i) the price per kg increases
rapidly with decreasingdiameter and (ii) the quality of SMA
wires below 100pm has not been sufficiently studied' Thus
it was decided that the main SMA wire diameter would be
l50pm. With respectto the choice of composition,it was
necessaryfor most applications in mind to choose a transformation temperaturejust above room temperature(313 to
323 K), so that the thermal cycling to activate the relevant
component was as small as possible. Low hysteresisand
a reproduciblebehaviour were also desirable. ln addition'
some superelasticwires were consideredfor energy absorption upon impact. Different types of SMA wires were evaluated: NiTi. Nili-R-phase and NiTiCu.
2.12 SltA nire ProPerties
To enablc'the \elL'ctlonoi a suitableSMA wire for a given
S\tA composite application. tirc u ire prop€rtieshad to be determined firsr- Since ttre informarion from the SMA suppli
ers \r'asnot sufficientto allou proPerselectionan extensive
in-house evaluationg'as conducted- The ransformational,
thermomechanicaland stabilitl behasiour.and the surface
characteristicswere investigatedThe transformational characteristicsof tlre rrires" including the transformation temperirturesand heas' rlere determined using Differential ScanningCalorimetry t DSC t' Transformation strains and stresses.Young's modulus and electrianalysis
cal resistancewere determinedby thermomec-hanical
ttrrAccurate
apparatus-.''
testing
designed
using a specially
b1
conrenbe
conducted
cannot
experiments
momechanical
tional tensiletesting equipmentdue to the compler coupled
strain and temperaturerequirements'This fully computerised
equipment offers the possibility of complex coupled control
of stress,strain and temperatureand of real-time dam acquisition and processing.Computercontrol strategiesuere developed for simulating the biasing effect of the matrix' The
resulting quantitative SMA wire databasecould describeaccurately the action of the SMA wires in the SMA composites
during heating and cooling.
The characterisationof the surface condition (roughness
and chemical composition), which is an important parameter for the quality of the SMA wire (fatigue, etc') and of the
composite, was studied using two different methods: scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy(XPS). It is worth mentioning that the wire surface condition affects the strengthof the wire/resin interface,
which, in turn, influences the functionality and durability of
the composite.
The stability of the thermomechanical behaviour of the
SMA wires is influenced by many parameters,including the
composition, the final processingand heat treatment, and the
training procedure. Tests on the stability of the shapememory behaviour during short- and long-term cycling have been
carried out on all types of SMA wires for different thermomechanical modes: (i) thermal cycling under constant load, (ii)

strain cycling at constant temperature,and (iii) temperature
cycling under constant strain. These experiments were also
performed on the thermomechanicaltesting apparatus'
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2.2 Host material selection
2.2.1 Epoxy resin
The choice of the epoxy resin was critical for the production ofthe hybrid compositesand the inherent co-operationof
the constituentmaterials. The consideredparameterswere (i)
a low curing temperature,yet a glass transition temperature
well above the transformation temperaturerange' (ii) optical
transparencyof the resin to allow Raman measurements,(iii)
the potential for B-stageprepregging,and (iv) a low cost'
The LIM 211 resinproducedby the Advanced Composites
Group was selectedand studiedby meansof IR-spectroscopy'
Laser Raman Spectroscopy(LRS), Dynamic Mechanical
Analysis (DMA) and Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC). Rheometrytestswere also performed to study the curing kinetics and to establish the optimum curing conditions
for the epoxy resin and the composite. Finally, standardmechanical testswere performed on the epoxy systemsto derive
the values of modulus, strain to failure and tensile strength'
All comfosite specimenswere made with the sameresin,except the impact specimen(seeSec.2.3.1). The curecycle was
determined with a ramp at 4 K/min to 343 K and 12 hours at
343K, followed by a post cure with a ramp at 0'33 K/min to
413 K and 4 hours at 413 K, to reacha Tg between418 K and
423 K and a stablethermal expansionbehaviour'
2.2.2 Aramid fibre
Aramid fibres were chosen due to their Raman response
and their modulus compatibility with the embeddedSMA
wires. r.\'ith respect to these criteria the Kevlar 29 by Du
and docuPont uas selectedsince it is a well-characterised
coeffiaxial
a
negative
and
modulus,
mentedfibre. u ith a low
were
tests
mechanical
Standard
e I o[ t]rrmal erpansion'l'
their
determine
to
monofilaments
29
camed out on Ker lar
Mestrength'
fracture
and
strain
I'oung's modulus. fracture
designed
t*.ere
a
specially
on
conducted
also
chanical tests
micrcrrtensometer.u hich has been constructedto apply an
anial tcr ,' load on single tibres or wires and to monitor
simulraneouslythe mechanicaland Raman response' From
the recorded Raman spectrawell-defined relationshipsof the
I
peak shili lbr the 16l I cm-r and l648cm bandsas a function of appliedmechanicalload were derivedand were subsequentl) emploled tbr the determinationof stressand strainin
the embeddedtibres. These calibration curyes were also employed for the determinationof the internal stressdistribution
before.dunng and atier wire activationin the SMA composite. During the S\lA uire activationheatis generatedin the
wires and thendissipatedinto the hybrid composite'Thus the
influenceof temperatureon the Raman spectraof Kevlar 29 fibres uas a very critical parameter.In order to clarify the effect
of temperaturetuo different experimentswere conducted'In
the first one. the influence of temperatureon the Raman responseof free standing aramid fibres was investigatedwithin
the 223 to 413K range. From the results it was evident that
the 1611cm-l Raman band is strongly temperaturedependent, while the 1648cm-l band could be consideredas temperature unaffected within the examined range' In the second experiment the influence of temperatureon the Raman
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stresscoefficientwas examinedfor both 1611and 1648cm-'
Raman bands. The experimental data led to the conclusion
that the Raman stresscoelficient is not affected by temperature for both bands. Thus a suitable methodology for evaluating the stressand temperature,independently, inside the
composite at the microscopic scalewas developed.5'6)
2.3 Hybrid composite production
2.3.1 Standard SMA composite
To produce SMA compositeswith pre-strainedSMA wires
special frames carrying pre-strained SMA wires at different
volume fractions,size,spacing,etc. were designedand manufactured(small frame in Fig. l). The framesenabledSMA
wires to be wound around comb-like pins, 500 pm apart, situated at both ends of the frame. One of thesecombs could be
moved in order to pre-strain and then hold the wires at the required pre-strain value during curing. The maximum number
of wires possible was 2 wires/mm, but two frames could be
superimposedto provide 2 layers of wires in the final product.
The laminated assembly,which combinesthe Kevlar prepregs
and the pre-strainedSMA wires, was cured in an autoclave.
The frame prevented the strain recovery of the pre-strained
SMA wires during heating. After curing the frame was removed.
The manufacturing route followed in this study offers
unique advantages:a more homogeneousdistribution of the
aramid fibres around the SMA wires and, more importantly,
a much better consolidation of the SMA wires. An example
of a cured Kevlar composite containing strips of pre-strained
embeddedSMA wires is given in Fig. 2. These bulk samples were cut into separatecomposites(150 x l2 mm2.;prior
to testing. For all wire types unidirectional SMA composites
were produced, with different SMA wire volume fractions,
which were generatedby wire spacing,number of wire layers
and ofprepreg plies, and with different pre-strainlevels,ranging from no pre-strain to the maximal shapememory strain
(8% for NiTi and 67o for NiTiCu).
To perform impact experimentsspecial SMA composites,
with different SMA wire volume fractions, were produced.
,1125
x l25mm}\ consistedof SMA wires emThe samples

bedded in a gla$i nur" ffi*atrix.'covering
a width of
16mm. A Strafil G-EPI-140/142glassfibre epoxy prepreg,
from Hexcel Composites,was used. The following prepreg
lay-up, [0", 45', 90', -45"12", which, from the literature,T)
suggestsa good resistanceagainst delamination during impact, was used. This laminate offers the opportunity to use a
variety of energies(both low and high) for the impact damage
tests.The wires were alignedat differentthroughthicknesses
of the plate. The SMA impactcompositeswerecuredat 413 K
for 20 minutes. In some experiments SMA glass fibre composites,with a lay-up identical to the Kevlar samples,were
usedas a comparison.
2.3.2 Aerodynamic SMA composites
To allow the production of the aerodynamicprofile model
new frames were designed and built, based on the existing standardframes. Figure I makes a comparison between
a standardframe (small) and the model frame (big). The
big frame has a modular set-up to allow the production of
SMA compositeswith different dimensions. The production
route for the aerodynamic model was identical to that of the
standardSMA composites.An exampleof a SMA composite
produced for the skin of an aerodynamic profile is given in
F i g .3 . '
2.4 SMAcompositecharacterisation
The functional properties of SMA compositesare directly
relatedto the constrainingbehaviourthat the compositematrix exertson the SMA wire. SMA wires that are pre-strained
and embedded in a constraining matrix, when heated. act
against the surrounding matrix. Recovery stressesare gradually generatedwithin the wires during heatingand the strain
recovery is delayed. This phenomenonis the basis for adap
tive composites. Thus all SMA composites produced were
subjectedto a wide rangeof experimentaltechniquesin order
to characterise
andunderstandthe S\lA compositebehaviour.
The transformational,dimensional. tensile and impact behaviourwereinvestigatedby standardtestingtechniques.The
interfacial, internal stressand strain, thermomechanicaland
vibrational behaviour were testedusing new or adaptedtechniques.
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Fig. I Comparison between the frames used for the production of the standard SMA composites (small frame) and for the production of the scaled
model (big frame).

Fig. 2

Bulk standardSMA compositesamples.
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Fig. 3

SMA composite skin of the aerodynamic profile.

2.4.1 Standard testing techniques
Dift-erentialScanningCalorimetry (DSC) was used to investigatethe translbrnrationtemperaturesand heats of the
SMA composites.The compositest*'erecut into 0-5 x 0.5 cm2
piecesand weighedapproximately7 mg. A compositewithout SMA u'ires. which consistedof a matrix sample with
similar weight to the matrix ttaction of the specimen.wils
used as a reference.s)To elaluate the influence of the recovery stresseson the dimensionalchangeof t'reestanding
SMA composites(10 x l5 mml; a ThermomechanicalAnalyzer (TMA) was used. The ultimate strengthand strain.and
Young'smodulusof standardKevlar 29-resinand SMA composites were determinedby static tensile tests. The produced
specimens were tested mechanically according the ASTM
3039 procedure. The impact performance of SMA composites was examined by incorporating superelasticand martensitic NiTi, NiTiCu and steelwires into a glassepoxy matrix.
The impacting apparatusused was an in-house built system.
The impact energiesexertedon the specimenswere 6J,l2J
and 18J. It shouldbe notedthat techniquesthat are employed
to analyseimpact damagefor metallic specimensshould be
usedhere with caution. Compositesare much more complex
material systemsthan metals, and therefore different parameters are important.e)The mechanical fatigue behaviour was
examinedon a four ply SMA compositelaminatewith dimensions 120 x 12 x 0.5 mmr. The embeddedSMA wires were
NiTiCu with3Topre-strain.Cyclic fatiguewas performedunder extremeloading conditionsnamely in a strain-controlled
mode with 2Hz frequencyand 0.7Voto l.8%opeak to peak
strain.
2.4.2 Novel testing techniques
(1) SMA wire-epoxy interface evaluation
(a) Pull-out
A special pull-out testing technique was designed to test
the interfacialshearstrengthbetweenthe LTM217 resin and
the SMA wires. Epoxy disks,with a singleSMA wire embedded in the centre,were made using silicon moulds. For each
wire type, sampleswith six different embeddedlengthswere
produced. An UTS tensile testing machinewas used to determine the maximum pull-out force. The experimental shear
strength was calculated from the pull-out force at failure, the
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wire diameterand the embeddedlength.lo)
(b) Laser Raman Spectroscopy(LRS)
A new methodfor assessingthe integrity of the fibre/matrix
interface in plain Kevlar 2glepoxy composites by means of
LRS was developed.In the stageof specimenpreparationand
before autoclavecuring, a small surgical cut was introduced
in the upper prepreg layer. As a result a discontinuity was induced in a few number of fibres and after curing the created
gap was filled with resin. The presenceof this type of fibre(s)
discontinuity was not expectedto affect at all the mechanical
propertiesof the compositelaminate. This techniqueallowed
the recording of the stresstransfer profile at small deformations prior to fibre fracture, which occurs at relatively high
strains for Kevlar fibres (- 37o). By focusing the laser beam
on the fibre at the discontinuity and scanning along the fibre
the axial force could be measured.By consideringa simple
balancebetweenthe shearforces at the interface and the axial
forces in the fibre, the interfacial shearstressdistribution was
obtained.ll)
This methodology was applied in a four-ply Kevlar
2glepoxyresincompositespecimenwith dimensionsof 125x
l2mm2. A specially designedmechanicalframe was constructedfor applying tensile load in the specimen.The recording of the actual levels of applied strain were found by the
l:)
Ramanresponseas describedbelow (3).12'
(DSC)
(c) Differential Scanning Calorimetry
It was found that the transformation heats measured by
DSC decreasesubstantiallywith increasingpre-strainof the
embeddedSMA *'ires.8)This is explained (i) by considering the diflerence between self-accommodatingmartensite
(SAMl. uhich linearll decreaseswith pre-strain,and preferentially orientedmartensite(POM), which linearly increases
with pre-strain,and (ii) by applying some basic principles
of the thermoelasticmartensitictransformation. The SAM
is not significantlyinfluencedb1'the processof pre-straining
and embedding in the matrix and can transform freely into
austeniteupon activation.The constrainingmatrix, however,
suppressesvery effectively the progressof the transformation
of the POM variantsupon activation.If the interfacepartially
or totally debondsunder a thermal load, the constrainingeffect of the matrix will partly or totally disappear.As a result'
the stabilised POM is no longer fully constrained,can freely
transform into austeniteand will show an endothermic peak
on the DSC curves.Thus DSC analysiscan be usedto investigate the integrity of the SMA composite and define a temperature window in which the SMA composite can be used
safely.l+)
(2\ Thermomechanicalbehaviour
The therrnomechanical(and hence the functional) properties of SMA compositesare a direct outcome of the peculiar
thermomechanicalbehaviour of the SMA wires. Pre-strained
SMA wires operateduring heating againstthe elastic stiffness
of the constraining aramid-epoxy matrix. Since the strain recovery of the SMA wires is biasedduring heating,high recovery stressesare gradually generatedby the SMA wires (and
strain recovery of the SMA wires is delayed). Vice versa,during cooling the recovery stressesdecreaseafter overcoming a
temperaturehysteresis(andthe SMA wires becomestrained).
A remarkable feature of the literature on SMA compositesis
that quantitative data on the generation of recovery stresses
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are very-scarce and of dubious quality. The same testing
apparatusas for the SMA wires was adapted to investigate
behaviourof the SMA composites(see
the thermomechanical
Sec.2.l.2and 3)).
(3) Internal stress and strain distribution
For the determinationof the stressdistribution in the SMA
compositesduring and after the SMA wire activation,a new
experimental set up was constructed.This set up allowed the
recording of the Raman spectraduring SMA wire activation
and the simultaneouscontrol of the wire temperature. The
level of activation of the embeddedSMA wires was controlled
electrically and the induced mechanicalstressesin the aramid
fibres were obtained by means of LRS. The observed influence of temperature on the recorded Raman spectra of the
aramid fibres required the deconvolution of the mechanical
and thermal contributions. The methodology developedhere
allowed the simultaneousdetermination of mechanical stress
and temperatureinside the SMA compositeswith a spatial
combined with a
resolutionof 1-2pm. LRS measurements
suitable statistical analysis provided accurate values for the
residualstresses.Raman samplingwas performedon a line
normal to the flbre direction on the surface of the specimen
and at stepsof approximately one fibre diameter.5)
(4) Vibrationalproperties
The vibration responseof SMA composites activated by
electricalcuffent heatingwas measuredusing a speciallydesignedset-up.It is composedof a U-shapedsampleholder,a
shaker,a Laser Doppler detectorand a computer to record and
treat the measuredsignal. The compositesare mountedon the
holder, which allows the measurementof the force exerted
by the compositeon the holder arms through a wheatstone
bridge. The entire sample can additionally be pre-deformed.
The SMA wires are heatedincrementally by direct electrical
current and cooled down by convection at the matrix surface
after switching ofT the current. The sample holder is fixed on
a shaker,which producesgiven frequency vibrations perpendicular to the plane of the composite. The amplitude of the
imposed vibration and the amplitude responseof the sample
are measuredwith the laserusing the Doppler effect.l5)
3.

Results & Discussion

3.1 SMA wire characterisation
A limited overview of the typical results obtained from the
SMA wire evaluationis given below. It containsinformation
about the transformational,surfaceand thermomechanicalbehaviour. All results were systematicallyapplied to selecta
suitableSMA wire for a given SMA compositedesign. The
influenceof thermal treatmentand cycling on the transformation temperaturesand heats of the SMA wires has been
investigatedand resulted in valuable knowledge for the SMA
compositeproduction.The presenceof an oxide top layer on
the SMA wires is believedto be beneficialfor the adhesion
to the epoxy. Most SMA wires have an oxide surface layer
after drawing and heat treatment, ranging from a thin good
adheringone (Fig. 4) to a thick loose coating (Fig. 5). If the
oxide layer is removed by polishing or etching, the resulting wire surfaceis very smooth, which is not beneflcialfor
wire/polymeradhesion.The propertiesof the oxide layer are
hardly influenced by the thermal cycling of the wires. XPS-
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Fig. 4 Surfaceofa NiTil2massVoCuwire,35Tocold-workedand straight
ened. oxide surface.as-receivedfrom Memrv.

Fig. 5 Surface a NiTilOmassToCu wire, straight annealed,oxide surface,
as-received from AMT.

measurementsconfirmed the presenceof the oxide layer. All
these results are crucial for the interpretation of the interface characterisationand the selectionof good adheringSMA
wires.
The thermomechanical analysis, giving information on
behaviour of all available SMA
the stress-strain-temperature
wires, provides a powerful tool for the selection of the most
appropriatewire for a given SMA compositeapplication. Due
to the extensivenature of these experimentsonly one exambeple is shown. Figure 6 representsthe stress-temperature
haviour (e : cte) of a NiTiCu wire. From this graph three
characteristicsof the temperature-stressbehaviour of NiTiCu
SMA wires can be concluded:
(i) The recovery stressof the l%opre-strainedwire starts
at the A, temperatureof NiTiCu. For the wire pre-strainedto
67o,the recovery stressstarts to increasefrom the beginning
of the heating process, even when the temperatureis below
A.. A possibleexplanationfor this phenomenonis the twostagetransformationof the TiNiCu wire, which is influenced
by the pre-strainlevel.l6)
(ii) Upon cooling, the recovery stressdecreaseswith temperature,but does not go back to the initial stresslevel. Instead,the recoverystressfalls back to a lower stresslevel at
the end of the cooling process. For small pre-strainlevels
(lVo to 37o), the recovery stressreacheszero at RT. For large
pre-strain levels (47o to 67o), the recovery stressremains at
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Fig. 6 The recovery stress of NiTil2massToCu wires. The wires were
pre-strainedat RT and then the strain was kept constantwithout unloading
before being therrnally cycled between RT and 413K and further cycled
between RT and 383 K. The solid circle on each curve denotesthe startins
point of the heating process.

g
a nonzero stresslevel at RT. In the secondand further cycles
betweenRT and 383 K, the recoverystressloop is stabilised.
(iii) The rate at which the recovery stressincreaseswith
temperature decreaseswith increasing pre-strain. Similar
conclusionswere drawn for the other SMA wires and test
l6)
modes(stress-strain,
strain-temperature).
The resultsallow understandingand rather accurateprediction of the generationof recoverystressesby SMA wires in
complex constrainingconditions,i.e. similar to the action of
SMA wires in matrix materials.An importantresultis that the
NiTiCu martensitic wires show less hysteresisand can generate substantiallyhigher stressesthan binary NiTi martensitic
wires, which are the only alloys investigatedin most other
projectson adaptivecomposites.Increasingthe pre-straincan
narrow the hysteresisof NiTi substantially.The obsen'ations
also confirm that SMA wires showing the R-phasetransformation could be particularly effective for on-off control of
adaptivecomposites.
Finally the stability (short- and long-term) of the shape
memory behaviour under different modes was investigated.
Figure 7 showsa short-term cycling of the three different wire
types. An important result is that NiTiCu is much more stable
than any binary NiTi. In general SMA wires are much more
stable in constant strain mode than in constant stressmode.
The practical consequenceis that the tolerable stresslevels
in SMA wires embeddedin composites can be substantially
higher than originally expected.The testshave also confirmed
that the behaviour associatedwith the R-phasetransformation
is extremely stable. The results finally indicate that the quality of the SMA wire surfaceis of extreme importance. SMA
wires with a very rough surface fracture after a very limited
numberof cycles.
The combination of all theseseriesof experimentsprovides
very important basic information on the effect of curing treatments on the shapememory behaviour. It has been confirmed
that the proposedcuring treatment(up to 413 K) has only minor effects on the SMA wires. The results also indicate that
si-enificantly
highercuring temperatures
could be allowed,especially in the casewhere low pre-strainsare used. Time effects resulting in creep or stressrelaxation of the SMA wires

i;
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Fig. 7 Short-term thermal cycling (30 cycles) of NiTi, NiTi-R-phase and
NiTiCu under a constant load of 283 MPa.

can in gEreral be neglected during curing at such temperatures. There are severalindications that the curing treatment
can even stabilise the shapememory behaviour, which might
open interestingperspectives.
From the SMA wire survey and evaluation it can be con-'
cluded that NiTiCu is the most suitablewire compositionfor
the SMA compositeapplicationsinvestigatedin this project.
The wire generateshigh recoverystresses,
has a stableshape
memory behaviour and a very narrow hysteresis loop and
shows a good potential for adherenceto the selectedepoxy
throughits stableoxide layer.
3.2 S\IA compositecharacterisation
3.2.1 Quality of SMA composites
The SMA composite production processresulted in the
successfulintegrationof the SMA wires into Kevlar or glass
epoxy matrix. Figure 8 shows a cross-sectionof a standard
SMA composite.From this pictureit canbe seenthat all componentsare combined into one integrated structure. Standard
testing techniqueswere used to investigatethe mechanical
propertiesand the integrity of the composites.Table I shows
the Young's modulus and fracture strength of SMA composites in comparisonto plain Kevlar composites.Figure9 shows
"impact performance
the
map" of several SMA composites
in comparison to other composites. This map combines the
PDA and the IEC slope. The PDA slope is defined as the
slope of the damageareavs incident energy and is a measure
of damage resistance. The higher the PDA slope the more
susceptiblethe material is to damage. The IEC slope is defined as the slope of the absorbedenergy vs incident energy
and is a measureqf the materials energy absorptioncapacity.
The higher the IEC slope for a material, the better the internal
damping and impact energy absorption. The impact performancemap showedthat superelasticSMA compositesexhibit
good damping and energy absorption capabilities compared
to embeddedNiTiCu or steel composites,as well as a reasonably low damage accumulation after impact. Due to the
limited amount of incorporatedSMA wires ( 1.8volTo)the in-
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Table I

tw

Young's modulus, fracture strength anil strain of SMA composites.

Specimen

Young's modulus,
E^u*lGPa

E.inlGPa

Es.ualGPa

53.4+2.0

42.5+ 1.0

44.7+ t.5

58.9
+ 1.6

4 3 . 8+ O . 7

M.2+O.8

46.4+ 4.5

29.4+.9.8

45.O
L3.2

Fracture strength,

Fracture strain,

olMPa

el%a

Aramid
fibre/epoxy resin

9 4 3+ 8 7

2 . 1+ 0 . 2

(4 plies)
SMA/AIamid
fibre/epoxy resin

1094+ I

2 . 3+ 1 . 6

(4 plies, 20 wires)
SMA/Aramid
fibre/epoxy resin
(2 plies, 20 wires)

7 8 2+ 3 9

2 . 0+ 0 . 1

*

aThis value of E correspondsto a strain of 0.IlVo
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Fig. 9 Impact performance map. (All samplesonly showing the wire density are superelasticSMA wires).

Fig. 8 Cross sections of a Kevlar fibre composite with embedded 37o
pre-strained TiNiCu wires, showing the fibre distribution around a wire,
and the soundnessof the composite.

fluence of the wires on the total impact performanceis somewhat minimal.
In mechanicalfatigue testing the first event of failure manifested itself after more than 700000 cycles at a stress of
446MPa, while the initially appliedstresswas 6l4MPa. The
specimen exhibited longitudinal splitting as often happens

in unidirectional aramid fibre/epoxy resin composites, even
though a high tensile stressof 446MPa was still attained by
the specimenup to 860000cycles. Theseresultsare indicative of the high fatigue performanceof the SMA composites.
From all experimentsmentionedaboveit is concludedthat
SMA composites with excellent mechanical properties and
functional integrity can be produced. These properties themselves do not generatea new class of materials and do not
bring out the specialpropertiesof SMA wires. Theseunique
propertieswill be discussedin what follows.
3,2.2 T[ansformation of constrained SMA wires
The thermomechanical and functional properties of the
SMA compositesare directly related to the reversiblemartensitic transformation in the SMA wires. The gradual transformation and the related strain recovery are hampered by the
presenceof the stiff host-composite.The constrainedmartensitic transformationof pre-strainedSMA wires is summarised
maftenin Fig. 10. After pre-strain,the self-accommodating
(SAM)
preferentially
martensite
oriented
site
transformsinto
(POM) ((a) to (b)). In a constrainedheatingprocess,POM
only partly transforms into the parent phase (P), and the recovery stressis gradually building up ((b) to (c)). As a result, the remaining POM is further deformed by the recovery
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(a)

Table 2 Intrinsic shear strength SMA wire-epoxy interface. All wire werc
tested as-received(oxide surface), otherwise the surface treatment is indicated.

Wire type

Intrinsicshearstrength,

Observations

z; (average)/1\4Pa

26.05
72.13
43.29
17.o2
r 8.96
23.93
4.63
87.19

NiTi R-phasea
NiTi0.20 massToCra
NiTiCu'
NiTib (pickled surface)
NiTib (polished surface)
NiTib
NiTiCuc
NiTiCud

Thin oxide layer
Oxide layer
Rough oxide layer
Etched
Polished
Thin oxide layer
shiny surface
Cohesive failure,
rough oxide layer

Fiel 10

Constrained martensitic transformation of SMA wrres.

6%
5%
4"/"
3"/"
2"/"

aThomasBolton bSMA-Inc. "Mernrv dAMT

#"

,#

+ffi

,{#

3.2.3 Interfacial properties
(1) Pull-out
=
1"/o
The experimental shear strength, given by the failure of
o"/.
the interface, combines the contributions of an intrinsic shear
t
l!
strength, which is an indicator of the interface quality, and
o
shearstress,which
a thermo-elastic(or thermo-visco-elastic)
@
I
'qt
is induced during processingof the material, taking into acl
=
l
count diversegeometricalfactors. A model was usedto calcu( !l
late the intrinsic shear strength, which is independentof the
embeddedlength.tz) The results were satisfactory, although
310
340
38lC
340
350
360
Temperature, f/ K
some deviationswere observedfor the wire types with a thick
(rough) oxide layer on their surface. For these casesthe calFig. 11 DSC heating orcs of NiTiCu composites (wire pre-strain levels
"intrinsic" interfacial shearstrengthwas not apculation
of an
are indicatedt.
propriate, becauseit exceededthe shear strength of the bulk
material. This was confirmed by observation of the fracture
surfaces,where cohesivefailure was found for the wires with
stressand finally becomesfully ckiled martensite(c). Upon
a thick oxide layer. As expected.the polished and etched
cooling, the parentphasetranstbrmsinto SA\1. and the fully
oriented martensite remains unchanged. ln the second and wires had a lower interfacial strengththan in their oxidised
state.It is interestingto notethat NiTiCu wires a priori similar
the following constrainedthermal cycles. SAIII and fully oriented martensiteare clearly distinguishedtdt. The revers€ tiom the manufacturingdata reach different valuesof shear
transformationof SAM doesnot generateanv recoven stress strength.becausetheir surtaceaspectis in fact quite different,
and thus can proceed similar with that in a free condition. in termsof roughnessand oxide thickness.All the resultsfor
the intrinsic shearstrengthfor each wire type are summarised
Therefore, the reversetransformation of SAI\1 can be easill'
in Table 2. In general.adhesionbetweenthe epoxy resin and
detectedby DSC and electricalresistancemeasurement.The
reversetransformationof POM is accompaniedb1 an increas- the u ires is sutticientfor an adequatestresstransfer.
On NiTiCu u'ires pull-out tests under pre-strained(37o)
ing recoverystress,and thus becomesquite slou and spreads
condition,imitating the compositemanufacturingroute,were
over a large temperaturerange. This kind of transformation is
imperceptibleby DSC and electricalresistancemeasurement. performed. Additionally, some of the sampleswere submitFigure l1 showsthe DSC characteristics
of SMA elements ted to one or more activationcycles. The resultsshowedthat
embeddedin composites.If the SMA elementsare not pre- the interfacial shear strength is slightly lower than in the unstrained,only SAM is involved in the reversetransformation, strained tests. However, no significant difference in shear
and the reversemartensitic transformation thus can proceed strengthbetween non-cycled and cycled sampleswas found.
(2\ LRS
just as in a free condition. If the SMA elements are preIn the LRS-methodology the applied tensile strain was
strainedprior to constraining,both the SAM and POM are involved in the reversetransformation,but only the SAM shows monitored using conventionalstrain gauges,but the recording
an endothermic peak on the DSC curves. The reversetrans- of the actual levels of applied strain were found by subtracting
formation of the POM spreadsover a large temperaturerange the Raman wavenumbershift distribution of the embeddedfibres in the composite from the conesponding distribution of
and does not show perceivablepeakson the DSC curves. The
area of the endothermic peak (transformation enthalpy) de- free-standingfibres in air. Then, the resulting distribution was
creaseswith pre-strainlevel, and reacheszero at the maxi- divided by the Ramanwavenumbersensitivity factor for stress
or strain and was thus converted to stressor strain distribumum shapememory strain (6Vafor NiTiCu).8)
tion. The mean values of each strain distribution represented
r*r

#*
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the applied strain levels,which were 0.4,0.1 and 0.97o. An
exampleof the measuredaxial fibre stressand the corresponding interfacial shearstress(ISS) profile is shown in Fig. 12.
It is worth noting that the LRS results are comparableto the
pull-out results.
(3) DSC
For a SMA composite, if the interface partially or totally
debondsunder a thermal load, the constraining effect that the
matrix imposes on the SMA elements will partly or totally
disappear.As a result, the stabilisedPOM can freely transform into the parentphaseand showsan endothermicpeak on
the DSC curves. Figure 13 showsthe DSC resultsof SMA
Kevlar fibre composites in two consecutive thermal cycles.
During the first heating, a first, small endothermic peak appearson the DSC curve becauseof the reversetransformation
of SAM. Upon furlher heating, the interface debondsIittle by
little, and POM transforms into parent phase step by step, as
shown by the small sharp peaks indicated by the anows in
the figure. As a result, the amount of SAM increasesand the
transformation enthalpy in the subsequentheating cycle will
increase.
The interfacial bond strength will significantly influence
the transformation characteristicsof the embeddedSMA elements. Figure 14 shows a comparisonbetween the DSC

280 300 320 340 360 380 400 420 440 460 480
Temperature,Ii K
Fig. 14 Comparisonbetweenthe DSC (a) andTMA (b) resultsof Kevlar
glassfibre composites
with embedded
37opre-strained
TiNiCu
l?::ria

:
(a) and TMA (b) results of Kevlar fibre and glass fibre composites with 3Eopre-strainedNiTiCu wires. For the Kevlar
composites,some little peaks appearon the DSC curve at
around 390 K upon further heating, which might indicate little debonding somewhereat the interface at that temperature.
The compositetwistedat 440 K (761)due to high temperature
and large recovery stresses.For glass fibre composites,one
can seethat a large endothermicpeak appearsat 161 (around
350 K) and that the thermal contraction is inverted rapidly.
From 262 (around 400K) onwards, the composite begins to
expand at a rate equal to that below Ar, indicating a total failure of the SMA-epoxy interface. This comparison shows the
influence of the epoxy choice on the thermal integrity of the
SMA composite.
3.2.4 Activation of free standing SMA composites
(1) Internal stressmeasurementby LRS
The performed testsshowedthe presenceof weak compressive loads in the hybrid composites,which can be attributed
to curing conditions during the preparation of the composites. Furthermore there is a strong indication that increasing the wire volume fraction results in a decreaseof residual stresses.This is a direct consequence
of the stressesdeveloped during curing, since the constrained wires are pre-
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of the cfrmposites(matrix mateboirnt the design ffirties
rials, wire density,. . . ). Increasingthe volume fraction can
significantlyincreaserecoverystresslevelsofthe composite,
as shownin Fig. 17. It was also found that the pre-strainlevel
of SMA wires does not effect significantly the temperaturestressbehaviour of SMA Kevlar fibre composites. Similarly
to the SMA wires it was found that the stressrate decreases
with increasingpre-strain. Finally, it is worth adding that
stressesover 100MPa can be generatedby the SMA composites. After an initial thermal cycle the SMA composites
behavein a stableand reproducible way.
!
(2) Vibrational response
analysis
to
vibrational
subjected
All SMA composites
as
activation,
upon
frequency
resonance
showeda shift in the
depends
frequency
resonance
shownin Fig. 18. The absolute
on the dimensionsof the sampleand on the experimentalsetup. Therefore, the frequency shift is used to evaluatethe vibrational response. Figure 19 shows that the frequency shift
increaseswith temperatureand wire density and that at the As
dividual SMA wire.r8)
I
temperaturethe slope of the frequency shift changes.No sig(2) Strain behaviour
nificant dependenceof the resonancefrequencyon the wire
In general after the first thermal cycle, the NiTiCu SMA
compositesshow a stablebehaviour. From Figs. 14 and 16' pre-strain was found. These results are similar to the stressa
behaviourof SMA glass strain responseresultsreportedin (1). As a consequence,
which show the temperature-strain
correlate
used
to
be
simple elastic vibrational model could
epoxy composites,four major characteristicsof the strain befairly well the axial stressexertedon the clampswith the vihaviour can be found.
(i) For small pre-strain levels (1 to 37o) the composites bration frequencyshift. Hence,if the predictionof the comshow a positivethermalexpansionbefore A., due to the ther- posite strain or recovery stressresponseis possible,the resulting frequency shift upon activation can be predicted as well,
mal elongationof the glassfibre. The Kevlar compositesinitially contract (Fig. la@)). When the temperatureexceeds knowing the geometryof the sample.le-21)
Ar, the recovery stressgradually builds up and the composites show a strong thermal contractionwith increasingtem- 3.3 Composite design
The extensivecharacterisationof SMA wires, matrix mateperature.For large pre-strainlevels (4 to 6Va),the composites
begin to contract from the very beginning even when the tem- rials and SMA compositesresulted in a number of important
peratureis below A., which is thoughtto be the result of the guidelinesfor the designof SMA composites.The successof
developmentof recoverystressbelow A, for large pre-strain a SMA compositedependson the selectionof a propermatrix
and SMA wire combination.The NiTiCu-Kevlarepoxy coml e v e l s( s e eS e c .3 .| . 1 6 ) . ; .
bination was found to be suitable. A good knowledge of the
(ii) The A, temperature decreasesgradually with preSMA-behaviouris mandatoryto assistthe
thermomechanical
strain level. This is conlirmed by DSC experiments and is
selectionprocess.A thin well-adherentoxide surfacelayer on
thought to be the result of plastic deformation induced in the
the SMA wires seemsto provide the best adhesionand thus
previousthermalcycle.
stresstrans[er.
(iii) The strain-temperaturehysteresisdecreaseswith inThe SMA compositecuring procedureas well as the matecreasing pre-strain. The two way shape memory effect
(TWSME) of the NiTiCu wire is thought to be responsible rial lay-up are of the outmost importance.Putting a pre-strain
for this change. For wires with small pre-strainlevels, the on the SMA wires is recommended,for easy handling durTWSME may play an important role in the behaviour of the ing the SMA compositeproductionand for attainingsuitable
properties. Due to the presenceof elevatedtemperaturedurcomposite and thus the strain-temperatureloops are similar
with ining activation, it is of crucial importancethat the Tg is as high
to the TWSME strainloop. This influencedecreases
as possibleand that the resin is fully cured. The temperacreasingpre-strain.
(iv) The contracting strain rate decreaseswith increasing ture window in which a SMA compositecan be used safely
pre-strain.This phenomenonis relatedto the decreaseof the must be delined. Otherwise composite degradationcan appear during service. The wire positioning does not seem to
stressrate of the recovery stresswith pre-strain. Taking into
it
is
conhave a strong influence as long as they are symmetrical to
composites
of
the
SMA
integrity
the
thermal
account
for
large
preventbendingof the sample.The impactperformanceis an
more
suitable
pre-strain
levels
are
that
small
cluded
temin
a
defined
exceptionto this statement.Both wire position and pre-strain
composites
of
the
SMA
change
dimensional
have a strong influence on the impact quality of the composperaturerange.14'16)
ite. The wire volume fraction exertsa strong influence on the
composites
SMA
3.2.5 Activation of clamped
functional properties. After a first thermal cycle the compos(1) Stressgeneration
ites have a stablebehaviour.Subsequentcycling in a similar
knowledge
The experimental results confirm that the
temperaturewindow will not enhancepossibleinitial degraof
the
SMA
gained through the thermomechanicalanalysis
dation. Only a limited relaxationwas observedand no degrainto
acwires can be extrapolatedto SMA composites,taking

: During activation
vented from conffaciltffi;f'
the generatedstresseson the wires are dependingon both the
SMA volume fraction and the level of activation. Increasing
the wire volume fraction results in the generation of higher
but also in a more complex stressdistribution,inside
stresses,
the specimen,due to the wire-to-wire interaction. The determined distributions suffer from scattering,since the recorded
data reflect the responseof individual Kevlar fibres located
at varying distances from the wires. In an attempt to reduce the resulting noise a Fast Fourier Transform technique
was developedand applied. Figure 15 showsan exampleof
the recorded fibre stressand temperaturedistributions across
the SMA wire direction. By conductingstressmeasurements
along the wire direction a mean value of transmitted stresses
as function of the nominal SMA wire volume fraction was estimated. These mean stressvalues (along the wire) were of
the order of 150-200MPa, independentof the wire volume
fraction, and correspondedto the stressesgeneratedby an in-
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Fig. 15 Kevlar fibre stress and temperature distributions for SMA composites with 5 and 20 wires embedded, at different levels of
activation (TC: thermocouple).

dation at high temperaturewas found.
To set-up a design tool that can predict the thermomechanical behaviour of SMA compositesa model and accompanying software program, called RCLOOP, were developed.22)
The model produces a very accurate simulation of the com-

plex hysteresis and thermomechanical SMA behaviour and
can handlethe behaviourof a completeSMA composite.A
comparisonwith the experimentalresultsshowedthat the probegram is a powerful tool to predict the thermomechanical
haviour of SMA wires and comDositesand to design these
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comoosites.23)
The SMA compositedesign knowledge resulted in the fabrication of an aerodynamic model, shown in Fig' 20' The
vibrational test results complied very well with intended dynamic behaviour and showed that the scaled model is stable
and that its vibration properties are a function of the SMA
wire activation. This industrially oriented and original realisation proved that the above mentioned achievementshave
broughithe knowledgeon SMA compositedesignto a sub-

4.

Conclusion

The generalobjective of this basic researchproject was the
material development and characterisationof adaptive compositeswith embeddedSMA wires. All stepsfrom the seiection and characterisationof the material constituentsup to
the development of a simple, larger-scalelaboratory model
were followed. It can be concludedthat the researchof SMA
compositeshas taken a significant step forward' SMA composiies could be successfullyproduced' They showed an activation behaviour,which is consistentwith the model' This
latter predicts the thermomechanicalbehaviour of SMA wires
anO,wittr a simple force balance,the resulting composite behaviour. The issuesof interfacial quality, internal stressdis-
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tribution and reproducibility of the behaviour were also addressed.Additionally, major technical achievementswere obtainedin the courseofthe project,such as the manufacturing
route of large, curved shapeswith 2 layers of embeddedSMA
wires. In conclusion,the design and manufactureof active
compositesbasedon SMA wires is now a reality, which is
currentlybeing implementedin industrialpractice.
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